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In the early 1980’s, V. Ro dl proved the Erdo sHanani Conjecture, sparking a
remarkable sequence of developments in the theory of packing and covering in
hypergraphs of bounded edge size. Generalizations were given by P. Frankl and
Ro dl, by N. Pippenger, and by others. In each case, an appropriate semi-random
method was used to ‘‘construct’’ the desired optimal object (covering, matching,
colouring) in several random stages, followed by a greedy stage. The current work,
which further generalizes some of the above results, is again probabilistic, and uses,
in addition to earlier ideas, connections with so-called hard-core distributions on
the set of matchings of a graph. For fixed k2, H a k-bounded hypergraph, and
t: H  R+ a fractional cover, a sufficient condition is given to ensure that the
edge cover number \(H), i.e., the size of a smallest set of edges of H with union
V(H), is asymptotically at most t(H)=A # H t(A). This settles a conjecture first
publicized in Visegra d, June 1991.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper considers the interplay of integral and fractional behaviour of
matching and covering problems in hypergraphs of bounded edge size. As
observed in [20, 23], one may regard the fundamental results of V. Ro dl
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[42], P. Frankl and Ro dl [14] and N. Pippenger [39] (see below) as
giving asymptotic agreement of fractional and integral optima for matching
and covering problems on rather broad classes of such hypergraphs.
All of this earlier work requires some assumption of local sparseness. The
survey paper [20] includes some speculation and a rather general conjec-
ture on the extent to which such assumptions may be relaxed. Here we
prove that conjecture (Theorem 2.1), thus substantially generalizing all of
the above results.
1.1. Terminology
After fixing some basic notation, we define the hypergraph parameters
and asymptotic notation used in this paper. We write [N] for [1, ..., N]
and ( XN) for the collection of N-element subsets of a set X. For a subset M
of some set S, we use 1M for its characteristic function, i.e., the member of
[0, 1]S with support M. The union of a collection C of sets is abbreviated
 C=X # C X, while the hereditary closure of C is (C) =[A C: there
exists B # C with B$A]. We say C is hereditary in case C=(C).
Hypergraphs
A hypergraph H is a collection, possibly with repeats, of subsets (edges)
of some finite set V=V(H) of vertices. We write n for |V| and m for |H|.
Elements of V are usually denoted by lower case roman letters (x, y, z,
etc.), but sometimes we use upper case (in particular F, G) as well. We
usually use A or B for elements of H. If G and H are hypergraphs, then
GH means that V(G)=V(H) and each edge of G is contained in an
edge of H. If GH, then G is a subhypergraph of H. For XV, the sub-
hypergraph H|X of H induced by X is the hypergraph on X with edges
H|X=[A # H : AX].
If x # V, the degree of x, d(x)=dH(x), is the number of edges containing
x, while the codegree of x and y, d(x, y), is the number of edges containing
both of x, y # V. The maximum and minimum degrees in H are denoted,
respectively, by D(H) and d(H). We say H is k-bounded (resp. k-uniform)
if each of its edges contains at most (resp. exactly) k vertices. The k-edges
of H are the edges of cardinality k, and Hk denotes the set of these edges.
A graph 1 is a 2-uniform hypergraph. (In much of the literature this is
called a multigraph.) We sometimes write xt1 y to indicate that [x, y] # 1
(possibly more than once). In this case, we say that x is a neighbour of y
in 1, and vice versa. The notation Hk introduced in the preceding
paragraph is usually applied to 2-bounded hypergraphs 1. In any case,
121 forms a graph on V(1).
For X, Y # H _ V, the distance between X and Y, denoted 2(X, Y )=
2H(X, Y ), is the least r for which there exists a sequence X=X0 , ..., Xr=Y
in which each Xi # H _ V, and, for each i # [r], Xi&1 & Xi{<. Though
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not quite standard (see, e.g., [6] or [7] for something more conventional),
this definition of distance is convenient in Section 5.
A set of edges with union V is an (edge) cover; the size \(H) of a
smallest cover is the (edge) cover number . A matching is a set of pairwise
disjoint edges, and M(H) denotes the set of matchings of H. The size
&(H) of a largest matching is the matching number. A subset of H that is
both a cover and a matching is a tiling or perfect matching. The matching
polytope of H is
MP(H)=conv[1M : M a matching of H]RH.
For x # V and M # M(H), we write xOM if x is contained in some
element of M. In this case, we say x is saturated by M.
The notions of edge cover, matching and tiling each have fractional
counterparts. In the following definitions, t is a function from H to R+.
We think of t as assigning a weight to each edge of H and often use ter-
minology to suggest this. The total weight of t in H is t(H)=A # H t(A).
We call t a fractional (edge) cover in case A % x t(A)1 for all x # V and
a fractional matching in case A % x t(A)1 for all x # V. If both these
inequalities hold, i.e., if A % x t(A)=1 for all x # V, then t is a fractional
tiling. The fractional counterparts of \ and & are the fractional (edge) cover
and fractional matching numbers defined, respectively, by
\*(H)=min[t(H): t is a fractional cover of H],
and
&*(H)=max[t(H): t is a fractional matching of H].
When there is no danger of confusion, the argument H is often omitted
from the notation for various hypergraph parameters; e.g., we write D, \
and &, respectively, for D(H), \(H) and &(H) when H is understood.
Most of the above notation regarding graphs and hypergraphs follows
[38] (see also [15]). A more general hypergraph reference is [7]; for
omitted graph theory terminology, see, e.g., [8].
Asymptotic Notation
For real-valued functions f, g (on a common domain), we use ft g,
f  g, f =o( g), f =O( g) and f =0( g), respectively, for fg  1,
lim sup fg1, fg  0, lim sup fgC (C constant) and g=O( f ), these
limits taken as some parameter(s), usually indicated, approach(es) some
limiting value(s). We adopt the ‘‘uniformity convention’’ of [40], viz.: any
limiting statement involving one or more free variables ranging over ver-
tices, edges or hypergraphs is understood to hold uniformly with respect to
all possible choices of these variables. We sometimes write f r g or f <r g,
but attach no technical meanings to these expressions of approximation.
Finally, for =>0, we write f == g to mean (1+=)&1< fg<1+=.
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1.2. Local Behaviour
As suggested in the opening paragraphs, our results are concerned with
asymptotic connections between certain (fractional and integral) param-
eters of hypergraphs. A common theme underlying these results and those
they generalize is that barring ‘‘local obstructions’’, ‘‘good asymptotic
behaviour’’ is achieved. Here, some versions of what we mean by ‘‘nice
local behaviour’’ are introduced; Section 2 expands on these notions.
‘‘Good asymptotic behaviour’’ is clarified in Section 1.4.
Our simplest measure of nice local behaviour is based on small codegree.
If [H] is a family of hypergraphs with D(H)  , and d(x, y)<o(D(H))
whenever x, y # V(H) are distinct, then we think of Hreally [H]as
satisfying a nice local behaviour condition. This condition is the main
hypothesis in Theorem 1.1.
The next two definitions are aimed at capturing in technical terms what
it means to have nice local behaviour of a fractional cover t in H. Define
t : 2V  R+ by
t (A)= :
B # H
B$A
t(B)
for AV, and, for i2, set
:i (t)= max
|W|=i
WV
t (W).
One measure of nice local behaviour of t in H is :i (t)  0 for some fixed
i. Each of Theorems 1.2, 1.3 and our main result, Theorem 2.1, expresses
nice local behaviour, all or in part, in terms of this measure, with either
i=2 or i=3. We return to nice local behaviour measures in Section 2.
1.3. Background
To put the present work in perspective, we briefly discuss some precur-
sors to our results. See [15], [20] or [28] for more details. In the mid-
1980’s, Pippenger gave surprisingly simple conditions which ensure that the
trivial inequalities
&
n
k
\ (1)
for k-uniform hypergraphs on n points are ‘‘asymptotically correct’’:
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(1.1) Theorem. Let k2 be fixed and H a k-uniform hypergraph
satisfying
d(x)tD(H) for all vertices x, (2)
and
d(x, y)<o(D(H)) for all distinct vertices x, y. (3)
Then
&(H)t
n
k
t\(H) (D(H)  ). (4)
This being our first invocation of the aforementioned ‘‘uniformity conven-
tion’’, we spell out the quantifiers. Theorem 1.1 states that for any given
=>0, there exist $>0 and an integer D0 such that the following is true:
every k-uniform H satisfying d(x)>(1&$)D (for each x # V), d(x, y)<$D
(for all pairs of distinct x, y # V) and D>D0 necessarily satisfies
&>(1&=) nk and \<(1+=) nk.
Though ‘‘Pippenger’s theorem’’ was never published by him, his by now
folkloristic result has appeared in numerous articles: [46], [15], [40], to
cite a few. It (Theorem 1.1) is at the center of a relatively recent and rapid
sequence of developments in the matching and covering theory for hyper-
graphs of bounded edge size. At the start was Ro dl’s proof [42] in the
early 1980’s (see also J. Spencer’s version [45]) of the Erdo sHanani con-
jecture [12]. Related to earlier ideas appearing in a pioneering sequence of
papers [2], [33], [1] of J. Komlo s, E. Szemere di and coauthors, the
‘‘Ro dl-nibble’’ (so-dubbed by Spencer [46, 3]) was a seminal proof techni-
que, for it was soon to be applied under increasingly general hypotheses
about the hypergraphs under consideration. The first generalization was
given by Frankl and Ro dl [14], and not long afterward, Pippenger
simplified their conditions to obtain Theorem 1.1. A few years later, the
first author of the present paper gave a further generalization (see [20, 23];
the result was originally stated, together with a sketch of the proof, in
[20]; a more general result with a different proof, based on [40], was
given in [23]):
(1.2) Theorem. Let k2 be fixed, H a k-bounded hypergraph, and
t: H  R+ a fractional cover. Then \(H)t(H) as :2(t)  0.
An analogous result holds for matchings [23], but it is worth noting
that both parts of Theorem 1.1 follow from Theorem 1.2. Assume the
hypotheses (2), (3) of Pippenger’s theorem, and take t: H  R+ to be
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identically 1d. Then t is a fractional cover with t(H)=md, (2) implies
that mdtnk, and (2), (3) together give :2(t)  0 as D(H)  . Thus,
Theorem 1.2 yields \(H)nk as D(H)  , which, together with (1),
gives the cover portion of Theorem 1.1. The equivalence of the two asymp-
totic statements \tnk and &tnk (independent of (2), (3)), noted in
[40], then gives the matching portion of Theorem 1.1.
The message of Theorem 1.2 was that we should regard Pippenger’s
theorem as a statement about the relation between linear and integer
programming optima (see the next section); the present work may be
regarded as a more substantial exploration of the same theme. (Theorem
1.2 was originally part of an attempt to prove a conjecture of Erdo s and
Lova sz; see [13] or [11]. That conjecture was eventually disproved in
[21], but understanding Theorem 1.2 was a key step in the direction of a
counterexample.)
The following somewhat technical extension of Theorem 1.2 provides an
important tool for proving our main result. (We use ’$, ‘ here to agree with
the application of Theorem 1.3 in Section 5.4.)
(1.3) Theorem ([23]). Let k2 be fixed, H a k-bounded hypergraph,
and t: H  R+ a fractional matching. For every ’$>0 there exists
‘=‘(’$)>0 such that if :2(t)<‘, then there exists FH with |F|<
(1+’$) t(H) and | F|>(1&’$) x # V t (x).
The proof that Theorem 1.2 follows from Theorem 1.3 is left to the reader.
Further, mostly relatively recent, developments surrounding Pippenger’s
theorem include ‘‘continuous’’ proofs [48], [43] and improvements [16],
[4] in the bounds for the errors in (4). There have also been a number of
developments on other problems using related methods, e.g. [22], [31],
[19], [32], [24], [25].
1.4. Connections with Linear Programming
As mentioned above, we are interested in connections between integer
programs and their linear relaxations (see e.g. [9] or [44] for back-
ground). The parameters \, & are optima of integer programs whose linear
relaxations have the respective optima \*, &*, and we may regard the
integral parameters as well-behaved, or well-understood, if they are close to
their fractional counterparts. (This is justified algorithmically since the
linear parameters are ‘‘efficiently’’ computable.)
Under the assumption (2) of Pippenger’s theorem, the extremes in the
basic inequalities (for k-uniform H with n vertices, m edges) mD&*
nk\*md are asymptotic (mDtmd ), so that &*tnkt\* as
D  . The conclusion (4) of Theorem 1.1 is thus a statement about the
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asymptotic agreement of & with &* and \ with \* as D  , and we may
regard the point of the result to be that it gives a sufficient condition (local
sparsity) for good asymptotic behaviour.
1.5. Outline
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The main result, Theorem 2.1,
and some motivation for it, are given in Section 2. A few preliminaries
most importantly Edmonds’ matching polytope theorem and its proba-
bilistic interpretationare given in Section 3. In Section 4, we introduce
‘‘hard-core’’ probability distributions on the set of matchings of a 2-bounded
hypergraph, which, because of their ‘‘near-independence’’ properties, play a
central role in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Here the key result is Theorem 4.2
from [27]. The proof of Theorem 2.1, given in the rather long Section 5,
uses probabilistic toolsmainly the second moment method in conjunction
with Theorem 4.2to reduce the hypothesized objects to ones amenable to
application of Theorem 1.3.
2. MAIN RESULTS
Here we state and try to motivate our main result, Theorem 2.1.
We regard the condition :2(t)  0 in Theorem 1.2 as saying that there
are no ‘‘local concentrations’’ of t in H; it implies, e.g., that for XV with
|X| at most some constant b, we have  [t (A) : AX, |A|2]  0. The
idea of Theorem 2.1 is that this condition may be relaxed to allow some
local concentrations, provided that at least locally there is agreement of
fractional and integral behaviour.
To illustrate, suppose V is partitioned into triples Vi=[xi , yi , zi] and
that for |A|2 we allow t (A) to be large if A is a pair contained in some
Vi , but otherwise continue to insist that t be small. Then we clearly cannot
in general hope for anything better than \(H)4t(H)3, reflecting the
fact that this is the behaviour in the underlying graph whose edges are the
pairs from the Vi ’s. (For k>2 of even parity, one obtains k-uniform exam-
ples H with the same behaviour by taking each B # H to intersect each Vi
in either 0 or 2 vertices, and then arranging that t (A)=12 whenever A is
a pair from some Vi .)
But if we demand in addition that t (xi , yi)+t (xi , zi)+t ( yi , zi)1 for
each i (this is simply the Edmonds’ constraintsee (6)corresponding to
Vi), then there is no such local obstruction to good behaviour, and indeed
\(H)t(H) follows from Theorem 2.1 in this situation. (See Corollaries
2.4, 2.5 for other natural special cases of Theorem 2.1.)
In considering what kind of general statement might make sense here,
note that if one allows t to be large on triples, then local information is not
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enough: it is not hard to give (say) 3-uniform, 2-regular H with no small
cycles and \(H)>(1+0(1)) n3. (For such H the fractional tiling t#12
has t(H)=n3, and the discrepancy between \(H) and t(H) cannot be
blamed on anything ‘‘local’’.)
So we will always assume :3(t)  0. We may then formalize the idea
illustrated in the example above as follows.
The Local Matching Condition
As usual, the hypergraph consisting of all subsets of a finite set X is
denoted by 2X. For t: H  R+ and XV, define t|X : 2
X  R+ by
t| X (A)={
:
B # H
B & X=A
t(B) for AX, |A|2
0 for AX, |A|<2,
and denote by b(t) the largest b such that if XV satisfies |X|b, then
t| X # MP(2
X). If b(t)b, then t satisfies the b-local matching condition. Our
second measure of nice local behaviour of t in H is that b(t)  .
The main result of this paper is
(2.1) Theorem. Let k2 be fixed, H a k-bounded hypergraph, and
t: H  R+ a fractional cover. Then \(H)t(H) as :3(t)  0 and b(t)  .
This was conjectured in [20] and again in [21]. That it contains
Theorem 1.2 is a consequence of the following two observations, essentially
from [20].
(2.2) Proposition. For any hypergraph G, fractional cover s: G  R+,
and i2, there are a hypergraph G$G and a fractional tiling s$: G$  R+
with s$(G$)=s(G), :i (s$):i (s) and b(s$)b(s). K
(2.3) Proposition. If H is a hypergraph and t: H  R+ is a fractional
tiling, then b(t)   as :2(t)  0. K
Though Theorem 2.1 may on first reading seem somewhat contrived, it
is really a completely natural answer to our question regarding the extent
to which the local assumptions of Section 1.3 may be relaxed. It is also
probably about the best one can say here; namely, it should be possible to
formalize the following idea. If t, H are as in Theorem 2.1 and the conclu-
sion \(H)t(H) follows from :3(t)  0 together with assumptions on the
restriction of t to 2-sets, then the latter assumptions must contain some
approximate version of the condition b(t)  .
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Most likely something close to :3(t)  0 is also necessary, perhaps to the
effect that the components of the hypergraph of sets on which this condi-
tion fails are mostly of bounded size. At any rate, formulating all this
precisely looks fairly unpleasant, and we shall not attempt to do so here.
Finally, let us briefly mention two special cases of Theorem 2.1, also
noted in [20], which nicely illustrate the idea that bad asymptotic covering
behaviour should be caused by local obstructions. These require one addi-
tional definition. For hypergraphs H, 1 on a common vertex set V and
t: H  R+, define
:(t, 1 )= max
W  (1)
WV
t (W).
(Recall from Section 1.1 that (1) denotes the hereditary closure of 1.)
(2.4) Corollary. Let k2 be fixed, H a k-bounded hypergraph, 1 a
bipartite graph on V(H), and t: H  R+ a fractional cover. Then
\(H)t(H) as :(t, 1 )  0. K
In the statement of the second corollary, the girth (length of a shortest
cycle) of 1 is denoted g(1 ).
(2.5) Corollary. Let k2 be fixed, H a k-bounded hypergraph, 1 a
(not necessarily bipartite) graph on V(H), and t: H  R+ a fractional
cover. Then \(H)t(H) as :(t, 1)  0 and g(1 )  . K
Since :(t, 1):2(t) holds whenever 1 is a graph, each of Corollaries 2.4,
2.5 contains Theorem 1.2. The corollaries express the idea that ‘‘:2(t)  0’’
may be relaxed provided the (2-bounded hyper-) graph ((1) ) on which we
allow t to be large does not itself contain obstructions to good asymptotic
covering behaviour. See [28] for proofs.
3. PRELIMINARIES
Here we record some elementary facts, most of the proofs of which are
omitted.
Fractional Covers and Matchings
(3.1) Lemma. Let k be fixed, H a k-bounded hypergraph and ‘ # [0, 1].
If t: H  R+ satisfies t (x)1&‘ for each x # V, then t(H)(1&‘)nk.
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Proof.
(1&‘)n :
x # V
t (x)= :
x # V
:
A # H
A % x
t(A)= :
A # H
t(A) :
x # A
1kt(H). K
(3.2) Corollary. Let k be fixed, H a k-bounded hypergraph, and
t: H  R+ a fractional cover. Then t(H)nk. K
(3.3) Lemma. Let k be fixed, H a k-bounded hypergraph, and t: H  R+
a fractional matching. For every x # V, we have y # V t (x, y)k. K
Edmonds' Theorem
For graphs, a fundamental theorem of J. Edmonds ([10] or, e.g., [44,
p. 109]) gives the matching polytope in terms of linear inequalities:
(3.4) Theorem. Let 1 be a 2-bounded hypergraph and f : 1  R+. Then
f # MP(1 ) if and only if f satisfies
:
F % x
f (F )1 (5)
for every x # V and
:
F # 12
FW
f (F )\ |W|2  (6)
for every WV.
(This is stated in [10] and elsewhere only for 2-uniform 1, but the present
version is easily seen to follow from the original; see Proposition 3.6
below.) We refer to (5), (6) as Edmonds' constraints on f : 1  R+. It is also
convenient to have a name for the inequalities obtained from Edmonds’
constraints by multiplying the right hand sides by (1&$), where $ # [0, 1]
is fixed. For such $, the Ed($) constraints on f : 1  R+ are
:
F % x
f (F )1&$ (7)
for x # V, and
:
F # 12
FW
f (F )(1&$) \ |W|2  (8)
for WV. Of course, these characterize (1&$) MP(1 ) as (5), (6) charac-
terize MP(1):
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(3.5) Corollary. Let $ # [0, 1] be fixed, 1 a 2-bounded hypergraph
and f : 1  R+. Then f # (1&$) MP(1 ) if and only if f satisfies (7) for
every x # V and (8) for every WV. K
It may also be worth noting thatjust as (6), (8) are the ‘‘interesting’’
conditions in Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 3.5the role of singletons in the
matching polytope of any hypergraph is rather minor:
(3.6) Proposition. Let $ # [0, 1] be fixed, H a hypergraph and
f : H  R+. Then f # (1&$) MP(H) if and only if f | H"H1 # (1&$)
MP(H"H1) and f (x)1&$ for every x # V(H). K
Probabilistic View
A probability distribution p on M=M(1 ) has marginals f ( f : 1  R+)
if, for a matching M chosen at random according to p and any F # 1, we
have
pF := Pr(F # M)= f (F ). (9)
We say p has the property Ed($) if its marginals f satisfy the Ed($)
constraints (7) and (8) for all x # V and WV. We usually think of
Theorem 3.4 as a description of those f for which there exists a distribution
on M with marginals f.
4. HARD-CORE DISTRIBUTIONS
In this section, we introduce hard-core probability measures and state
the two results on these distributions that will be employed during the
proof of Theorem 2.1 in Section 5. The first result concerns existence of
such distributions, while the second expresses an approximate stochastic
independence property they enjoy. Unless noted otherwise, we preserve the
notation from above.
The distribution p is called hard-core if there exists *: 1  R+ such that
p(M)= ‘
F # M
*(F )< :M$ # M \ ‘F $ # M$ *(F $)+ ;
i.e., p(M) is proportional to the numerator in the expression above. The
name ‘‘hard-core’’ is that given to such distributions in statistical physics
(e.g. [5]), where the values *(F ) are sometimes called activities. ‘‘Monomer-
dimer system’’ and ‘‘exclusion model’’ are also used; see e.g., [17, 18], [34].
Recently, hard-core distributions have played a central role in several
diverse contexts, including [37], [41], [35, 36], [24, 25] and [26]. They
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are termed ‘‘normal populations’’ in [41], where they are applied to
dynamical systems. In [35, 36], their probabilistic interpretation is only
implicit in that they are viewed as ‘‘canonical’’ convex representations of
points in Euclidean space. As in the present paper, the key property of
hard-core distributions exploited in [24][26] is the approximate inde-
pendence mentioned above; see [30] for an overview of these applications.
Our reduction of Theorem 2.1 to Theorem 1.3 relies on matchings chosen
from M(1 )with 1 an hereditary 2-bounded hypergraph on V(H)
according to a (hard-core) distribution whose marginals we are in a posi-
tion to specify. As noted at the end of Section 3, the question of existence
of a probability distribution p on M with given marginals is answered by
Theorem 3.4. Specifying a set of marginals will not in general pin down p,
but the basic existence result for hard-core distributions, proved independ-
ently in [41] and [35, 36], also gives uniqueness:
(4.1) Theorem. If f # R1, f 0, then there is a hard-core distribution p
on M with marginals f if and only if the inequalities (5), (6) are strict for
f, and in this case p is both the unique such hard-core distribution and the
(unique) entropy-maximizing distribution with marginals f.
Actually the theorem holds for arbitrary hypergraphs, if we replace the
assumption on the inequalities (5), (6) by the equivalent ‘‘ f # (1&$) MP(H)
for some $>0’’.
Though entropy maximization is not used in what follows, we may at
least take it as a good sign, on the general grounds that the more random-
ness we have, the better off we are. Moreover, entropy is the key to proving
Theorem 4.1.
Our approximate independence requirements are met by the next result,
from [27]; see this reference as well as [24][26] for related properties
and further applications.
(4.2) Theorem. Let 1 be a 2-bounded hypergraph and M=M(1 ). For
every $ # (0, 1), ’>0 and l1, there exist =>0 and an integer D such that
the following is true. Let p be a hard-core distribution on M with Ed($) and
with marginals f, and let 1 $=[F # 1 : f (F )>=]. If F1 , ..., Fl # 1 are pairwise
at distance at least D in 1 $, then
Pr(F1 , ..., Fl # M)=’ ‘
l
i=1
pFi . (10)
Roughly this says that there is little interaction among the events [Fi # M]
provided M is drawn from a hard-core distribution satisfying Ed($)
for some fixed positive $, and the Fi are far apart in 1 $. (For a first reading,
the weaker statement with 1 in place of 1 $ may be easier to parse.)
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Our main probabilistic tool in Section 5.4 is the second moment method
(see [47] or [3]). Typical applications require the stochastic independence
of ‘‘most’’ pairs in a relevant collection of random variables. Though the
random variables of interest in our setting do not exhibit actual inde-
pendence, even ‘‘mostly’’, they do interact almost independently, in the
sense of the preceding result.
5. PROOF OF MAIN RESULT
The rather lengthy proof of Theorem 2.1 is broken into several parts.
After defining compatibility and outlining the strategy of the proof, we
describe a sequence of reductions on the hypergraph H and fractional
cover t of Theorem 2.1. The reductions produce a hypergraph G and frac-
tional matching s which satisfy technical assumptions needed in the
remainder of the proof. The details of the proof starting from the conse-
quences of the reductions are provided in Section 5.4.
The notation follows that of the previous sections, with one addition.
We use 7 for ( V1 ) _ (
V
2 ) and now think of the 2-bounded hypergraph 1 of
Sections 34 as a subhypergraph of 7. For F1 , ..., Fk # 1 and M chosen at
random according to a hard-core distribution p, we set P(F1 , ..., Fk)=
Pr (F1 , ..., Fk # M). We often abuse notation by identifying ( V1 ) with V and
writing, e.g., F # V in case F # 11 . Similarly, for f : 1  R+ and x # V, we
abbreviate f ([x]) by f (x).
The result we wish to prove is
(2.1) Theorem. Let k2 be fixed, H a k-bounded hypergraph, and
t: HR+ a fractional cover. Then \(H)t(H) as :3(t)  0 and b(t).
We may assume via Proposition 2.2 that t is a fractional tiling. If nb(t),
then t is a convex combination of characteristic vectors of perfect
matchings (hence covers), at least one of which has size no more than
t(H); that is, \(H)t(H). Therefore, we may also assume that
n>b(t). (11)
5.1. Compatibility
Before outlining the proof of Theorem 2.1, we need one more notion.
A pair of hypergraphs (G, 1) on a common vertex set V is compatible if,
for each A # G, the maximal members of 1 & 2A are pairwise disjoint.
Equivalently, the pair (G, 1 ) is compatible provided that for each A # G
and F # 1 & 2A, there is a unique maximal F $ # 1 & 2A with FF $.
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When (G, 1 ) is compatible, A # G and F # 1 is a maximal member of
1 & 2A, we call F a part of A and write FOA (this should cause no confu-
sion with our notation xOM for ‘‘vertex x is saturated by matching M’’).
Each s: G  R+ induces a function fs : 1  R+ by
fs (F )= :
FOA # G
s(A). (12)
Notice that for each F # 1, we have
s (F )= :
FF $ # 1
fs (F $)= fs (F ). (13)
In this paper, the hypergraph 1 is always 2-bounded, in which case (13)
gives
s (F )={ fs (F)fs (F )
if |F|=2
if |F|=1.
(14)
We say the pairs (G, s) and (1, f ) (where s: G  R+ and f : 1  R+) are
compatible if (G, 1) is compatible and f = fs .
5.2. Sketch of Proof
We pause here to indicate the general strategy of the proof, postponing
a more detailed discussion until Section 5.4. Fix k2, and let H be a
k-bounded hypergraph with t: H  R+ a fractional tiling. To prove
Theorem 2.1, we must show that for any given #>0, we have
\(H)<(1+#) t(H), (15)
provided :3(t) is sufficiently small and b(t) is sufficiently large.
If t (x, y) were never large, then we could simply invoke Theorem 1.2.
In general, we proceed very roughly as follows. Let 1=( V1 ) _ [[x, y] #
( V2 ) : t (x, y)>] (for appropriate , thought of as the boundary between
‘‘large’’ and ‘‘small’’ for the values t (x, y)). Pretend that (H, 1 ) is com-
patible. We may then form a sort of contraction H* of H by choosing
an appropriate matching M of 1, retaining those A # H for which
FOA O F # M, and identifying the endpoints of each 2-edge of M. The
contracted version of A # H will be denoted by A* # H*.
We aim to apply Theorem 1.2actually, its technical variant
Theorem 1.3to H* and an appropriate t*: H*  R+ to show that
(suitably quantified)
\(H*) <r t*(H*). (16)
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To derive Theorem 2.1 from this we require first that
t*(H*) <r t(H), (17)
and second that most elements of V be saturated by M, the latter since we
use
\(H)\(H*)+|[x # V: x O3 M]|.
To realize these goals, we take p to be the hard-core distribution on
M(1 ) having marginals ft (assuming it exists; see (12) for ft), let M be
chosen according to p and set
t*(A*)={
t(A)
Pr (A* # H*)
if A* # H*
0 if M does not contain all parts of A
(the actual definition of t* is slightly different; see Section 5.4). We would
then like to say that with high probability we (nearly) satisfy the
requirements mentioned above.
For a simplest example of how this should go, note that the definition
of t* gives E[t*(H*)]=t(H). Thus, we will usually have something like
(17) provided t*(H*) concentrates near its mean. This is the role of hard-
core distributions: if we can arrange for p to have property Ed($) (and for
some additional technical conditions to be satisfied), then Theorem 4.2
gives enough independence among the random variables t*(A*) to support
application of the second moment method and yield the desired concentra-
tion of t*(H*).
As should be apparent, the actual implementation of this scheme entails
a fair number of technicalities, involving especially various preliminary
modifications of (H, t) (eventually giving the pair (G, s) of Section 5.3) as
well as some minor changes in (H*, t*) (obtained now from (G, s) rather
than (H, t)) to support application of Theorem 1.3. The preliminary
modifications, leading to the desired G, s, 1 and p, are performed in Sec-
tion 5.3, and in Section 5.4 we (randomly) construct H*, t* and show that
they (usually) behave as needed.
A Candidate for a Compatible 1
The ‘‘first-approximation’’ specification of 1 given above will be revised
in Section 5.3.1. The revision is based on the following definition. For a
hypergraph G on V, a map s: G  R+ and >0, let
1 (s)=[F # 7 : s (F )>].
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If s is a fractional matching and :3(s) is small, then the maximum degree
in 1 (s) is not too large:
(5.1) Lemma. If s: G  R+ is a fractional matching with :3(s)<:<
24, and 1=1 (s), then each x # V satisfies d1 (x)2.
Proof. Suppose, for a contradiction, that d1 (x)>2. Then x has
C=W2X distinct neighbours y1 ,..., yC in 1. Using the fact that s is a frac-
tional matching, we have the ‘‘Bonferroni’’ estimate
1s (x) :
A$[x, yi]
A : _i # [C]
s(A)
 :
C
i=1
s (x, yi)& :
1i< jC
s (x, yi , yj)C&\C2+ :>1.
The penultimate inequality relies on the definition of 1 (s) and the fact
that :3(s)<:. K
5.3. Reductions
The first step toward establishing (15) is to perform a sequence of
reductions on (H, t), eventually obtaining a hypergraph G, a fractional
matching s of G, a 2-bounded hypergraph 1 with (G, 1 ) compatible and a
hard-core distribution p on M(1 ) with marginals f = fs . Several technical
hypotheses satisfied by these objects are summarized in Proposition 5.6.
The following properties are needed to connect G, s with the original
problem:
GH; (18)
s(G)t(H); (19)
:3(s):3(t). (20)
The assumption that b(t) is large is used in obtaining the distribution p via
Theorem 4.1.
Parameters
We require an unfortunately large number of parameters, mainly the
positive reals $, !, =, , : and the positive integer D. Given # (as in (15)),
these are chosen in the order $, !, =, D, , :, meaning $ is small relative
to #, and so on (D is large relative to !&1, but the relation between D,
= is unimportant). We emphasize that these relations are in effect for
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the remainder of the proof of Theorem 2.1. We prove (15) under the
assumptions
:3(t)<: and b(t)>:&1. (21)
In Section 5.4, we need two additional parameters‘, ;which are to be
chosen after # but before $. We postpone their introduction until that time
as they play no role in the present section.
5.3.1. Mechanics
It is convenient to work with H$=(H)"[<] and to define
s1 : H$  R+ by
s1(A)={
(1&3$) t(A) if A # H, |A|2
(1&3$) t(A)+! if A # H1
! if A # H$1"H1
0 if A # H$"H$1"H.
Since s1(1&3$) t on edges of H$ of size at least three, we have
:3(s1)<:3(t), and in particular
:3(s1)<:. (22)
Though we are not yet well-situated to do so, let us briefly hint at the
reasons for adding ! in the definition of s1 and defining 1 as in the line
following this paragraph. (A look at the definitions at the beginning of Sec-
tion 5.4 may assist the reader in making sense of these comments.) Several
quantities of intereste.g. t*(H*) in (17)will, because of the scaling in
the definition of t*, be sums of random variables involving terms p&1F with
F # 1. Since concentration near mean of these random variables requires
the summands to be small, we need to arrange for the probabilities pF not
to be too small. For F=[x] # 11 , this is achieved by the addition of ! in
the definition of s1 , which will eventually give pF! (see (38)). For F # 12 ,
the definition of 1 and some care with subsequent modifications will give
pF> (see (39)).
Let 1=1(s1). Since each s1(x)>1&3$>, all singletons are contained
in 1. Form G$ from H$ by deleting every B # H$ for which:
there exist distinct x, y, z # B with yt1 xt1 z. (23)
Observe that
(G$, 1 ) is compatible, (24)
since G$ contains no edges B satisfying (23).
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Define s$: G$  R+ by
s$(A)={
s1(A)+ :
AB # H$"G$
s1(B) if A # 12
s1(x)+ :
d1 |B (x)=0
x # B # H$"G$
s1(B) if A=[x]
s1(A) otherwise.
The definition of s$ ensures s$(F )=s1(F ) for F # 12 , whence,
s$(F )> (25)
for each F # 12 . While the weight over each pair in 1 is preserved in
forming s$ from s1 , it is possible that s$(x)&s1(x)>0; but the difference, if
any, is small:
(5.2) Lemma. Each x # V satisfies s$(x)<s1(x)+;, where ;=k( w2x2 ):.
Proof. Fix x # V, and (for B # H$"G$) denote d1 |B(x) by dB . Each
B # H$"G$ with x # B and dB1 contributes (dB&1)s1(B) to s$(x)&s1(x).
There is no contribution to this difference if dB=0, so the contribution is
0 if dB1. Thus,
s$(x)&s1(x)= :
dB2
x # B # H$"G$
(dB&1) s1(B). (26)
By Lemma 5.1, the set N of neighbours of x in 1 satisfies |N|2. Thus
(26), (22) give
s$(x)&s1(x) : :
B$Y _ [x]
B # H$"G$
(dB&1) s1(B)<(k&2) \w2x2 + :. K
Y # ( N2 )
Since (G$, 1 ) is compatible, it makes sense to define (see (12)) f =
fs$ : 1  R+.
(5.3) Proposition. f # (1&$) MP(1 ).
Proof. We need to show that f satisfies the Ed($) constraints (7), (8)
for each x # V and each WV. First observe that for each x # V,
Lemma 5.2 and the definitions leading to s$ give
f (x)=s$(x)<s1(x)+;1&3$+!+;1&2$, (27)
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with ; as in Lemma 5.2. In particular this gives (7) for each x # V. It is easy
to see (and well-known) that this also implies (8) for all WV with |W|
even; so we assume |W| is odd.
If |W|>$&1, then (1&2$)<(1&$)(1&1|W| ), and since FW, F # 12 f (F )
(1&2$) |W| 2 (by (27)) we obtain (8) from w |W| 2x=(1&1 |W| )
|W| 2. It remains to consider the case |W|$&1. Since b(t)$&1 (see
(21)), t satisfies the |W|-local matching condition, so t|W # MP(2W). Thus
(using Proposition 3.6 and, for the second implication, Lemma 5.2),
t |W # MP(2W) O s1 |W # (1&2$) MP(2W) O s$ | W # (1&$) MP(2W).
It is now a simple matter to transform a representation of s$ |W #
(1&$) MP(2W) into one for f # (1&$) MP(1 |W) (which gives (8) for W ):
each edge A occurring in one or more of the M’s representing s$ |W has,
because of the compatibility of (G$, 1 ), a natural partition into members of
1 |W (namely the sets F & W with FOA); thus each matching in the
representation gives rise to a matching of 1 |W , and transferring weights
from old to new matchings in the natural way gives the desired representa-
tion of f. K
Proposition 5.3 shows in particular that the inequalities (5), (6) are
satisfied strictly for all x # V and WV. Thus, with M=M(1 ),
Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 5.3 show that there exists a hard-core dis-
tribution p on M with marginals f and property Ed($).
This is the p whose existence was assumed in Section 5.2. In implement-
ing the sketch given in that section, we will need to know that for an edge
A of our hypergraph with parts Fi , and M drawn from M according to p,
the events [Fi # M] are close to independent. This will follow from
Theorem 4.2 provided that the parts of A are known to be far apart; this
motivates the following final adjustment.
Set 1 $=1=(s$). This again contains all singletons. If we let =^==2, then
Lemma 5.1 gives
each x # V satisfies d1 $ (x)1=^. (28)
Form G from G$ by deleting every B # G$ for which
there exist (distinct) x, y # B such that x t% 1 y and 21 $ (x, y)D. (29)
Of course, the pair (G, 1 ) is compatible (since GG$ and (G$, 1 ) is com-
patible), so we may, without ambiguity, continue to write FOA when
F # 1 is a part of A # G.
(5.4) Lemma. If F, F $OA # G and F{F $, then 21 $(F, F $)>D.
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Proof. If x, y # A # G and 21 $(x, y)D, then xt1 y, since otherwise A
would have satisfied (29) (with B=A) and been deleted. Thus, for such x, y, we
have [x, y]OA, which precludes the possibility that x # F, y # F $. K
Define s: G  R+ by
s(A)={
s$(A)+ :
AOB # G$"G
s$(B) if A # 1
s$(A) otherwise,
ensuring that each F # 1 satisfies FOA # G s(A)=FOA # G$ s$(A), i.e.,
fs= fs$ (= f ). (30)
The price we pay in arranging for (30) is that s(G) exceeds s$(G$); but there
is no net increase in total weight in passing from (H, t) to (G, s):
(5.5) Proposition. s(G)t(H).
Proof. Set ;1=2=^&D and ;2=2:&2. We will show that
s(G)s$(G$)+k;1 n (31)
and
s$(G$)s1(H$)+k2;2 n. (32)
Since s1(H$)=(1&3$) t(H)+!n and nkt(H) (see Corollary 3.2), we have
s(G)(1&3$) t(H)+(k;1+k2;2+!)n
(1&3$+k2;1+k3;2+k!) t(H)t(H),
where the last inequality holds for appropriate values of the parameters.
Proof of (31). In forming s from s$, the weight s$(B) of each deleted
B # G$"G is assigned to each part of B. Since G$ is k-bounded, we have
s(G)s$(G$)+kT1 , (33)
where T1=B # G$"G s$(B). Fix x # V, and let T1(x) denote the total weight
on edges B # G$ containing x and some y # V witnessing (29). Using (28)
and y t% 1 x O s$(x, y)=s1(x, y), we have
T1(x) :
21$(x, y)D
y t% 1 x
:
B # G$
B$[x, y]
s$(B)= :
21$(x, y)D
y t% 1 x
s$(x, y)
 :
D
i=1
=^&i2=^&D=;1 .
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Thus,
T1 :
x # V
T1(x);1n, (34)
and together with (33), this gives (31). K
Proof of (32). In forming s$ from s1 , the weight s1(B) of each deleted
B # H$"G$ is assigned to each 2-edge and each isolated vertex of 1 | B . Since
H$ is k-bounded, we have
s$(G$)s1(H$)+\k2+ T2 , (35)
where T2=B # H$"G$ s1(B). Again fix x # V, and let T2(x) denote the total
weight on edges B # H$ containing x and distinct y, z # V"[x] witnessing
(23). Using (22) and Lemma 5.1, and letting N denote the set of neighbours
of x in 1, we have
T2(x) : :
B$[x, y, z]
B # H$
s1(B) \w2x2 + :3(s1)<
2:
2
=;2 .
[ y, z] # ( N2 )
Thus, the inequalities (34) (with ‘‘1=2’’), together with (35), give (32). K
5.3.2. Consequences
We summarize the consequences of the reductions, first noting that we
have achieved (18)(20) and then turning to the technical hypotheses
to which we alluded at the beginning of Section 5.3. The property (18) is
trivial, Proposition 5.5 gives (19), and (20) follows since :3(s1)<:3(t)
(see the line preceding (22)) and s#s1 on sets (in G) of size at least three.
The central accomplishment of our reductions is the ‘‘construction’’ of p,
a hard-core distribution on M(1 ) with property Ed($). The marginals f of
p enjoy a few other properties, which we collect here together with other
technical hypotheses we will need in the following section:
(5.6) Proposition. The hypergraphs G, 1, 1 $, the maps s: G  R+,
f : 1  R+, and the hard-core distribution p satisfy the following properties
(for each x # V, all F, F $ # 1 and every GV):
(G, s) and (1, f ) are compatible; (36)
if F, F$OA # G and F{F$, then 21$(F, F$)>D; (37)
p[x]= f (x)!; (38)
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pF= f (F )>; (39)
1&3$s (x)= f (x)1&2$; (40)
:3(s)<:; (41)
if G  1, then s (G). (42)
Proof of (36). As noted preceding Lemma 5.4, (24) and the fact that
GG$ show that the pair (G, 1) is compatible. Thus, (36) follows
from (30). K
Proof of (37). This is Lemma 5.4. K
Proof of (38). The definitions of f, s$ and s1 show
f (x)= :
[x] OA # G$
s$(A) :
[x]OA # H$
s1(A)!. K
Proof of (39). For F # 11 , the lower bound in (38) implies the one in
(39), so we may assume that F # 12 . Thus, (25) gives f (F )=s$(F )>. K
Proof of (40). The lower bound follows from the definitions of s, s$ and
s1 , for these give s (x)=s$(x)s1(x)1&3$. The upper bound was proved
in (27). K
Proof of (41). The inequality follows from (20) and (21). K
Proof of (42). Since 1 contains all singletons and :3(s)<:<, we need
only consider the case |G|=2. The definitions of s, s$, s1 and 1=1 (s1)
then show that s (G)=s$(G)=s1(G). K
5.4. Proof of Theorem 2.1
Set-up and a Sketch
We can now be precise about the (random) matching M and the strategy
discussed in Section 5.2. Let M be chosen at random according to p, and
define a new hypergraph H* on the vertex set V*=[F* : F # M] by
H*=[A*: all parts of A # G are in M], where F* # A* if and only if
FOA. Define t*: H*  R+ by first setting Q(A)=>FOA pF , for A # G,
and then letting t*(A*)=s(A)Q(A), for A* # H*. Though merely formal,
it is also convenient to set t*(A*)=0 if M does not contain all parts of A.
Let us now recall and solidify somewhat the strategy sketched in Sec-
tion 5.2. We apply Theorem 1.3 to a modified version of the pair (H*, t*),
essentially showing that, with high probability (cf. (16)),
\(H*)t*(H*). (43)
We also establish that, with high probability, most vertices are saturated
by M, i.e.,
|[x # V : xOM]|(1&‘)n (44)
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(for appropriately small ‘see the remarks following (47)), and (cf. (17))
t*(H*) <r s(G). (45)
Fixing an M # M realizing each of (43)(45) (suitably quantified), we
obtain
\(G)\(H*)+‘nt*(H*)+‘n <r s(G)+‘n. (46)
We may then use Lemma 3.1 to deduce
\(G)<(1+#) s(G), (47)
provided ‘ is sufficiently small and the approximations (, <r ) are good
enough. As GH (see (18)), we have \(H)\(G), so (15) follows from
(47), (19), and the proof of Theorem 2.1 will indeed be complete.
The remainder of this section is divided into three parts. First, we state
and prove precise versions of the estimates (44), (45). Next, we give the
details of arranging for the hypotheses of Theorem 1.3 to be satisfied by a
modified version of the pair (H*, t*). Finally, we make the chain (46)
precise enough to derive (47).
The more involved argumentsthose solidifying (45) and the hypo-
theses of Theorem 1.3proceed via the second moment method (see, e.g.,
[3], [47]), which establishes concentration near mean of a random
variable X=i Xi by bounding Var(X)=i, j Cov(Xi , Xj) and invoking
Chebyshev’s inequality. What is interesting here is thatunlike more typi-
cal uses of the method, in which most of the terms Cov(Xi , Xj) are
zerowe do not usually have any exact independence of the pairs Xi , Xj .
But we do have, via the crucial Theorem 4.2, sufficient approximate inde-
pendence to support application of the method.
As mentioned previously (see the remarks preceding Section 5.3.1), we
need two additional parameters, ‘, ;, which are to be chosen after # but
before $, with ‘ preceding ; (eventually, we simply take ;=‘2). In the
proofs of the next two sections, we also need various auxiliary parameters:
’, ’$, ’", and so on. Whenever a new constant is introduced, we specify its
position in the sequence ‘, ;, $, !, =, D, , : (this will always be somewhere
between ; and =), with the usual understanding that a parameter is small
relative to those chosen before it and large relative to those chosen after it
(or to D&1 when the parameter in question is D).
Solidifying (44), (45)
(5.7) Lemma. Pr( |[x # V : xOM]|<(1&‘)n)<‘.
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Proof. We compute the expectation of
N=|[x # V : xOM]| , (48)
and argue that, with high probability, N is not too much smaller than its
mean.
For a fixed x # V and M chosen at random according to p, we have
Pr (xOM)=s (x), since p has marginals f=fs . Thus E[N]=x # V s (x).
From (40) and the fact that ‘ is chosen before $ (so, e.g., we are free to
choose $ to ensure 3$<‘2), it follows that E[N]>(1&‘2)n. Since Nn,
Markov’s inequality gives
Pr(N<(1&‘)n)=Pr(n&N>‘n)<
n&E[N]
‘n
<
n&(1&‘2)n
‘n
=‘. K
(5.8) Proposition. Pr(t*(H*)>(1+‘) s(G))<‘.
Proof. We use ’ to denote a positive constant chosen after ‘ but before
=. Using Theorem 4.2 and (37), we compute the relevant mean:
E[t*(H*)]= :
A # G
s(A)
Q(A)
Pr(A* # H*)=’ :
A # G
s(A)=s(G). (49)
(In applying Theorem 4.2 we needed ’ to be chosen prior to =.) Thus, to
show that the variance of t*(H*) is small, we need, roughly, to show that
E[(t*(H*))2]rs2(G). (50)
We are more precise below. For now, consider the left side of (50):
E[(t*(H*))2]= :
A # G
:
B # G
s(A)
Q(A)
s(B)
Q(B)
Pr(A*, B* # H*). (51)
For a fixed A # G and a variable B # G (we are thinking of fixing the
index of the outer sum in (51) and varying the index of the inner), let the
parts of A be G1 , ..., Gl and the parts of B be H1 , ..., Hl $ . Each term in (51)
then takes the form
s(A) s(B)
P(G1 , ..., Gl , H1 , ..., Hl $)
(> pGi)(> pHj)
=s(A) 9(B), (52)
where we define 9(B) by (52). Index the parts Hj of B so that
21 $ (Hj , A) {>DD
if 1 jr
otherwise.
(53)
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Using Theorem 4.2 and (37), we have
P(G1 , ..., Gl , H1 , ..., Hl $)P(G1 , ..., Gl , H1 , ..., Hr)= ’ \‘
l
i=1
pGi+\ ‘
r
j=1
pHj+ ,
giving
9(B)(1+’) \ ‘
l $
j=r+1
1
pHj+ s(B). (54)
Still keeping A # G fixed, we proceed to find an upper bound for
:
B # G
9(B). (55)
For B # G, write BtA if there exists HOB with 21 $(H, A)D; otherwise,
write Bt% A. Let (55) equal 7$+7", where 7$ represents the portion of the
sum corresponding to B ’s with Bt% A (so 7"=BtA 9(B)). As the
product in (54) is empty for Bt% A, we have
7$(1+’) :
B # G
s(B)=(1+’) s(G). (56)
Next, we show that 7" is small compared with s(G). We have
7" :
21$(H, A)D
H # 1
:
BoH
9(B)<4k=^&D&1(1+’)&k’n
’ks(G)
1&3$
, (57)
where:
(a) Lemma 5.1 and (28) imply that the number of H ’s over which the
outer sum ranges is at most k(Di=0 =^
&i) 2&1<4k=^&D&1 (recall =^==2);
(b) (54), (39) show that each 9(B) is at most (1+’) &ks(B), so
that BoH 9(B)(1+’)&k;
(c) the third inequality follows from (11) (i.e. from n  ; this
inequality is, of course, extremely crude); and
(d) the last inequality follows from (40) and Lemma 3.1.
Combining (56), (57), we have
:
B # G
9(B)=7$+7"<(1+’) s(G)+
’ks(G)
1&3$
<(1+’$) s(G), (58)
where ’$>0 can be made small relative to ‘ by a suitable choice of ’ (so
we need ’$ to be chosen after ‘ and before ’).
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Now (51), (52), (58) give (cf. (50))
E[(t*(H*))2]= :
A # G \s(A) :B # G 9(B)+<(1+’$) s
2(G),
so that
Var(t*(H*))<(1+’$) s2(G)&
1
(1+’)2
s2(G), (59)
where we used (49) to obtain the second term. From (59), we have
Var(t*(H*))<’"s2(G), where ’">0 can be made small relative to ‘
through suitable choices of ’, ’$ (so we need ’" to be chosen after ‘ but
before ’$).
Now (49) shows that E[t*(H*)](1+’)s(G), whence, taking ’<‘2
(to ensure the last bound in the following estimatebut implicit in this
proof are more stringent requirements on ’) and applying Chebyshev’s
inequality gives
Pr(t*(H*)>(1+‘) s(G))<
’"s2(G)
(‘&’)2 s2(G)
<
4’"
‘2
. K
Arranging for Hypotheses of Theorem 1.3
After proving three technical results, we indicate how they are used to
show that (with high probability) a modified version (G*, s*) of the pair
(H*, t*) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.3, viz., G* is k-bounded,
s*: G*  R+ is a fractional matching and :2(s*) is small. We handle the
last of these first.
(5.9) Lemma. If F, G # M satisfy |F _ G|3, then t*(F*, G*)<:k.
Proof. We simply bound t*(F*, G*)AoF, G s(A)Q(A) and then use
(39) and the fact that G is k-bounded to obtain the lower bound k for
each of the denominators. Of course, the lemma follows using (41) and
|F _ G|3. K
Since : is chosen after , Lemma 5.9 provides a bound adequate for
showing t*(F*, G*) is small when at least one of F, G # M contains two
vertices. The cases |F |=|G|=1 must be considered more carefully, since
here we are not guaranteed the appearance of a factor : as above. Even-
tually, we simply delete from V* those F* for which |F |=1 and there
exists G* # V*"[F*] with |G|=1 and t*(F*, G*) not sufficiently small.
Since we later cover deleted vertices of V* greedily (one edge per vertex),
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we must show that not too many deletions occur. The following result is
used for this purpose.
(5.10) Proposition. For each F # 11 , we have
:
G # 11"[F]
Pr(t*(F*, G*)>‘ | F, G # M)<;.
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 5.8, we use ’ to denote a positive
constant to be chosen later. Eventually, we need ’ to be chosen after ! but
before =. If F # M, then for each G # 11"[F] with G # M, (39) implies
t*(F*, G*)AoF, G s(A)Q(A)<s (F _ G)&k. Thus, if s (F _ G)k‘,
then Pr(t*(F*, G*)>‘ | F, G # M)=0, and hence we may restrict our
attention to G ’s for which
s (F _ G)>k‘. (60)
Note also that if F _ G # 1 then t*(F*, G*)=0, so we may restrict to G ’s
for which this is not the case.
Now, the relevant mean is
E[t*(F*, G*) | F, G # M]=’ :
AoF, G
s(A)
pFpG
=
s (F _ G)
pF pG
(61)
(we used (37) and Theorem 4.2 in the approximation). Thus, to apply the
second moment method, we need, roughly, that if F, G # 11 , with F{G,
are fixed, then
:
AoF, G
:
BoF, G
E[t*(A*) t*(B*) | F, G # M]r
s 2(F _ G)
p2F p
2
G
. (62)
We are more precise when we need to be; for now, let the goal of estab-
lishing something akin to (62) serve as motivation for considering
E[t*(A*) t*(B*) | F, G # M] for fixed and distinct F, G # 11 .
For a fixed AoF, G and a variable BoF, G, write F, G, G1 , ..., Gl for
the parts of A and F, G, H1 , ..., Hl $ for the parts of B. Then
E[t*(A*)t*(B*) | F, G # M]
=
s(A)
p2F p
2
G
P(G1 , ..., Gl , H1 , ..., Hl $ | F, G # M)
(> pGi)(> pHj)
s(B)
=
s(A)
p2F p
2
G
9(B), (63)
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where (63) defines 9(B). If the parts Hj of B are indexed as in (53), then
Theorem 4.2 and (37) imply that
P(G1 , ..., Gl , H1 , ..., Hl $ | F, G # M)
P(G1 , ..., Gl , H1 , ..., Hr | F, G # M)=’ \‘
l
i=1
pGi+\ ‘
r
j=1
pHj+ ,
and so
9(B)(1+’) \ ‘
l $
j=r+1
1
pHj+ s(B). (64)
Next, we establish an upper bound for
:
BoF, G
9(B), (65)
where we continue to fix AoF, G. For BoF, G, write BtA if there exists
HOB, H{F, G, with 21 $(H, A)D, and Bt% A otherwise. Write 7$ for
the portion of the sum in (65) corresponding to B ’s with Bt% A, and 7" for
the rest of the sum (that corresponding to B ’s with BtA). Using (64), we
see that
7$(1+’) :
BoF, G
s(B)=(1+’) s (F _ G), (66)
since, for B ’s involved in 7$, the product in (64) is empty.
It remains to obtain an upper bound for 7". We have
7":
Hl $
:
BoF, G, Hl $
9(B)<(1+’)&k :
Hl $
:
BoF, G, Hl $
s(B)
<4k=^&D&1(1+’) &k:, (67)
where:
(a) Hl $ runs over [H # 1"[F, G]: 21 $(H, A)D] (as in (a) in the
proof of Proposition 5.8, Lemma 5.1 and (28) imply that the number of
these is at most 4k=^&D&1);
(b) (64), (39) give 9(B)<(1+’) &ks(B), which yields the second
inequality; and
(c) using (41), we obtain BoF, G, Hl $ s(B)<:, which, with (a), yields
the last inequality.
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Thus, BoF, G 9(B)=7$+7"<(1+’) s (F _ G)+4k(1+’) =^
&D&k&1:,
so that, using (60), we can ensure
:
BoF, G
9(B)<(1+’$) s (F _ G), (68)
where ’$>0 can be made small relative to ! by a suitable choice of ’ (so
’$ needs to be chosen after ! and before ’).
Using (63), (68), we have (cf. (62))
:
AoF, G
:
BoF, G
E[t*(A*) t*(B*) | F, G # M]
= :
AoF, G
s(A)
p2F p
2
G
:
BoF, G
9(B)<
(1+’$) s 2(F _ G)
p2F p
2
G
. (69)
Conditioning on F, G # M (for the remainder of the present discussion) and
using (61), (69), we find that Var(t*(F*, G*))<(1+’$) s 2(F _ G) p&2F p
&2
G &
(1+’)&2 s 2(F _ G) p&2F p
&2
G , and so may write Var(t*(F*, G*))<
’"s 2(F _ G) p&2F p
&2
G , where ’">0 can be made small relative to ! through
suitable choices of ’, ’$ (so we need ’" to be chosen after ! and before ’$).
Considering (61), and bounding the numerator via (42) and the
denominator via (38), we have E[t*(F*, G*) | F, G # M](1+’) !&2.
Thus, applying Chebyshev’s inequality (and again using (38)) gives
Pr(t*(F*, G*)>‘|F, G # M)<
’"s 2(F _ G)
!4(‘&(1+’) !&2)2
<’$$$s 2(F _ G),
where ’$$$>0 can be made small relative to ; and k through an appropriate
choice of ’" (so we simply need to choose ’$$$ after ; but before ’"). Finally,
we have (invoking Lemma 3.3 for the last estimate)
:
G # 11"[F]
Pr(t*(F*, G*)>‘|F, G # M)< :
G # 11"[F]
’$$$s 2(F _ G)<’$$$k. K
With Lemma 5.9 and Proposition 5.10 as our tools for achieving one
hypothesis of Theorem 1.3, we proceed to establish a tool for achieving
another, viz., that t* is close to a fractional matching.
(5.11) Proposition. For each F # 1, we have Pr(t*(F*){‘1 | F # M)<;.
Proof. Though more involved, this proof is similar to that of Proposi-
tion 5.10, so for some arguments we will be more brief. We again use ’ to
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denote a positive constant, small relative to ;, to be chosen later, but prior
to =. The mean in which we are now interested is
E[t*(F*) | F # M]=’
1
pF
:
AoF
s(A)=1, (70)
where we used (37) and Theorem 4.2 in making the approximation. Here,
application of the second moment method requires, roughly, that for fixed
F # 1, we have
:
AoF
:
BoF
E[t*(A*) t*(B*) | F # M]r1, (71)
so we are led to consider E[t*(A*) t*(B*) | F # M] for a fixed F # 1.
For a fixed AoF and a variable BoF, let F, G1 .,.., Gl denote the parts
of A and F, H1 , ..., Hl $ the parts of B. Then
E[t*(A*) t*(B*) | F # M]=
s(A)
pF
P(G1 , ..., Gl , H1 , ..., Hl $ | F # M)
(> pGi)(> pHj)
s(B)
pF
=
s(A)
pF
9(B) (72)
(here again we are defining 9(B) in (72)). For any particular BoF, index
its parts Hj according to (53). Using Theorem 4.2 and (37), we have
P(G1 , ..., Gl , H1 , ..., Hl $ | F # M)P(G1 , ..., Gl , H1 , ..., Hr | F # M)
=’ \‘
l
i=1
pGi+\ ‘
r
j=1
pHj+ ,
so that
9(B)(1+’) \ ‘
l $
j=r+1
1
pHj+
s(B)
pF
. (73)
Again, we establish an upper bound on
:
BoF
9(B), (74)
where AoF remains fixed. Preserving the notation BtA defined following
(65), write 7$ for the portion of the sum in (74) corresponding to B ’s with
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Bt% A, and 7" for the rest of the sum. Since the product in (73) is empty
when Bt% A, we have
7$(1+’) :
BoF
s(B)
pF
=(1+’). (75)
As is usual in using the second moment method, the work is in bounding
the terms with more dependence, in this case the sum 7". Here we consider
two cases.
If |F |=2 (the simpler case, similar to the preceding proof), then
7":
Hl $
:
BoF, Hl $
9(B)<(1+’)&k :
Hl $
:
BoF, Hl $
s(B)
<4k(1+’) =^&D&(k+1):, (76)
where:
(a) Hl $ runs over [H # 1"[F]: 21 $(H, A)D] (as in (a) in the proof
of Proposition 5.8, Lemma 5.1 and (28) imply that the number of these is
at most 4k=^&D&1);
(b) (73), (39) give 9(B)<(1+’) &ks(B), which yields the second
inequality; and
(c) as earlier, the factor : appears due to (41).
The case |F |=1 requires a little more care, for if also |Hl $ |=1, then the
second inner sum in (76) is bounded only by  (using (42)). In this case,
we use
7"S1+S2+S3 , (77)
where
S1= :
21$(H, A)D
H # 12
:
BoF, H
9(B),
S2= :
21 $ (H, A)D
H # 11"[F]
: [9(B) : (BoF, H)
7 (BoH${F, H O 21 $(H$, A)>D)],
and
S3=: { :BoF, H, H$ 9(B) : [H, H$]11"[F];
H{H$; 21 $(H, A), 21 $(H$, A)D= .
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That is, S1 accounts for those BtA containing a part H # 12 which is close
to A in 1 $, S2 for those BtA containing a single part H # 11 which is close
to A in 1 $, and S3 for those BtA containing at least two singleton parts
close to A in 1 $. (The size specifications, i.e., that |H|=|H$|=1, in the
definition of S3 are not really needed, but these are the cases not already
covered by S1 , S2 .)
We proceed to establish upper bounds for S1 , S2 and S3 . Since the inner
sums in S1 are bounded by (1+’)&ks (F _ H)<(1+’) &k: (&k could
be replaced by something like !&1&k2), and since (using Lemma 5.1 and
(28)) the number of H ’s over which the outer sum ranges is at most
4k=^&D&1, we have
S1<4k(1+’) =^&D&(k+1):. (78)
Because of (73) and (38), the inner sums in S2 are bounded by
(1+’) !&2s (F _ H) (note the restrictions on B are needed to exclude fac-
tors &1 in (73)). By (28), the number of H ’s over which the outer sum
ranges is at most 2k=^&D. For these H ’s we may, as earlier, assume
F _ H  1 (or the inner sum is empty), so (42) gives s (F _ H). Thus,
S2<2k(1+’) =^&D!&2. (79)
Finally, since the inner sums in S3 are bounded by (1+’) &ks (F _ H _ H$)
<(1+’) &k:, and the number of pairs H, H$ is at most (2k=^&D)2, we have
S3<4k2(1+’) =^&2D&k:. (80)
So in both cases, |F |=2, |F |=1 (considering resp. (76), (77)(80)), we
can make 7" small relative to ;. Thus, we can ensure
:
BoF
9(B)=7$+7"(1+’)+7"<1+’$, (81)
where ’$>0 can be made small relative to ; provided ’ and 7" are suf-
ficiently small (so we need ’$ to be chosen after ; but before ’).
Using (72), (81), we have (cf. (71))
:
AoF
:
BoF
E[t*(A*) t*(B*) | F # M]= :
AoF
s(A)
pF
:
BoF
9(B)<1+’$. (82)
Conditioning on F # M (for the remainder of the current discussion), and
using (70), (82), we bound Var(t*(F*))<(1+’$)&(1+’) &2, and so may
write
Var(t*(F*))<’", (83)
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where ’">0 can be made small relative to ; provided ’, ’$ are chosen
appropriately (so we need ’" to be chosen after ; but before ’$). Notice (see
(70)) that |t*(F*)&E[t*(F*) | F # M]|>(‘&’)(1+‘)(1+’) provided
t*(F*){ ‘1 and 0<’<‘. Thus, with ’<‘2, (83) and Chebyshev’s
inequality yield
Pr(t*(F*){‘ 1|F # M)<
’"(1+‘)2 (1+’)2
(‘&’)2
<
4’"(1+‘)4
‘2
. K
Final Arrangements
We are at last prepared to modify (H*, t*) to a pair (G*, s*) satisfying
the hypotheses of Theorem 1.3, which, recall, are that G* is k-bounded, s*
is a fractional matching of G* and :2(s*) is small. As H* already satisfies
the first of these, we concentrate on the latter two. Throughout this discus-
sion, we continue to use ‘ to denote a positive constant to be chosen after
# but before $.
Form G* from H* by deleting every F* # V* satisfying either
(a) t*(F*){‘ 1, or
(b) |F |=1 and there exists G* # V*"[F*] with |G|=1 and
t*(F*, G*)>‘.
We are not deleting edges of H* in forming G*. Thus, if A0*V* is the
(possibly empty) set of vertices of A* # H* deleted in forming G*, then the
corresponding edge in G* is A*"A0*, which we continue to denote by A*.
(Of course this may introduce additional repeated edges.) We then use
t*| G* for the function on G* obtained from t* via t*| G*(A*"A0*)=t*(A*).
Define s* : G*  R+ by s*=(1+‘)&1t*| G* .
(5.12) Observations. (i) Since each F* # V(H*) satisfying (a) is
deleted, each F* # V(G*) satisfies
(1+‘)&2s*(F*)1, (84)
so, in particular, s* is a fractional matching of G*.
(ii) Since each F* # V(H*) satisfying (b) is deleted, and s*<t* | G*, all
pairs F*, G* of distinct vertices of G* with |F |=|G|=1 satisfy
s*(F*, G*)‘, which, when combined with Lemma 5.9 (to handle the
cases |F _ G|3), implies :2(s*)<‘.
Thus, the hypotheses of Theorem 1.3 are indeed satisfied by (G*, s*).
(We may, in addition to our other demands, choose ‘ to meet the
requirements of Theorem 1.3 with ’$ as below.)
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In the following section, we need to know that not too many vertices of
H* are deleted in forming G*. Let
Na=|[F* # V(H*) : F* satisfies condition (a), so is deleted]|, (85)
and
Nb=|[F* # V(H*) : F* satisfies condition (b), so is deleted]|. (86)
We show that Na , Nb are likely to be small after bounding their means.
Proposition 5.1 shows that if ; is chosen after ‘ but before $, then for each
F # 1, we have Pr(F* deleted by (a) | F # M)<;. Thus,
E[Na]<; :
F # 1
Pr (F # M)=;E[|M|]<;n. (87)
A similar bound holds for E[Nb]. Proposition 5.10 shows that if ; is
chosen after ‘ but before $, then for each F # 11 , we have
Pr(F* deleted by (b) | F # M)
 :
G # 11"[F]
Pr(t*(F*, G*)>‘ | F, G # M)<;.
Thus,
E[Nb]<; :
F # 11
Pr(F # M);n. (88)
The bounds (87), (88) imply in particular that Na , Nb are usually small
relative to n: Markov’s inequality (with ;=‘2) gives
Pr(Na>‘n)<(‘n) &1 E[Na]<(‘n)&1 ;n=‘, (89)
and
Pr(Nb>‘n)<‘. (90)
We use (89), (90) in the following section.
The Estimates (46), (47)
We are now prepared to be sufficiently precise about (46) for derivation
of (47). Recall the definitions for N, Na and Nb given, respectively, in (48),
(85) and (86). Lemma 5.7, Proposition 5.8 and the bounds (89), (90) show,
respectively, that if ‘ is chosen after # but before $, then each of the events
[N<(1&‘)n], [t*(H*)>(1+‘) s(G)], [Na>‘n] and [Nb>‘n] has
probability less than ‘. Thus, provided ‘ is sufficiently small (of course,
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‘<14 suffices here), there exists M # M simultaneously realizing the com-
plements of these four events. Still postponing the specification of ‘, fix
such an M for the remainder of the proof. Once M is fixed, we may essen-
tially (except for the minor role of $ in (95)) ignore the earlier parameters
other than ‘. Lemma 5.13 introduces one new parameter ’, which will be
small for the specified M and small enough ‘.
(5.13) Lemma. For each ’>0, there is a sufficiently small choice of ‘ to
ensure that \(G*)<(1+’) s*(G*).
Proof. Let n*=|V(G*)|. Lemma 3.1 and the lower bound in (84) imply
that
n*(1+‘)2 ks*(G*). (91)
As noted in the Observations 5.12, s* is a fractional matching of G* and
:2(s*)<‘. Thus, according to Theorem 1.3, for any given ’$>0, provided
‘ is sufficiently small, there exists F*G* with |F*|<(1+’$) s*(G*),
and
}. F* }>(1&’$) :F* # V(G*) s*(F*). (92)
Further, inserting the lower bound in (84) into (92) gives | F*|>
(1&’$)(1+‘)&2 n*. Hence, setting (1&’$)(1+‘)&2=(1&’"), we have
(using (91) for the second inequality)
\(G*)<(1+’$) s*(G*)+’"n*(1+’$+k’"(1+‘)2) s*(G*)
<(1+’) s*(G*),
provided ‘, ’$ are sufficiently small. K
Final Computation
We present the remaining details omitted from (46) leading to (47). Let
#>0 be arbitrary, as in (15), and choose ’, ‘, $ (in this order, with ‘ small
enough to give the upper bound on \(G*) in Lemma 5.13) to ensure both
(1+’)(1+‘)+3k‘(1&3$) &1<1+#, (93)
and 4‘<1 (the latter ensures the existence of the M # M chosen above, but
is of course much weaker than what will actually have to be true of ‘).
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Using the choice of M, together with Lemma 5.13 (in (94)), (40) and
Corollary 3.2 (in (95)), and (93) (in (96)), we have
\(G)\(H*)+(n&N)<\(G*)+Na+Nb+‘n<(1+’) s*(G*)+3‘n
(94)
<(1+’) t*(H*)+3‘n[(1+’)(1+‘)+3k‘(1&3$)&1] s(G) (95)
<(1+#) s(G). (96)
To see that the proof of Theorem 2.1 is now complete, compare (96) with
(47), and recall the sufficiency of establishing the latter, noted in the discus-
sion following (47). K
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